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Two poems, written during this trip, suggest this special relation-
ship with his cousin. One was a poem he wrote to Tiao Yueh, and the
subject was declared to be reminiscent of a certain flower he had seen
at the palace. It contained the following two lines:
"Tired of seeking new beauties in the company of youth,
I sit facing the palace flower and recognise its old fragrance."
He was not exactly sitting opposite that flower at that moment, for he
was not in the palace. He was obviously describing himself when he
said he was tired of youth's company; and as "flower" was the regular
symbol for woman, the "old fragrance" could be a reference to an old
love.
The reference is clearer in another poem, one he wrote to the chief
magistrate of Hangchow, Chen Shiang. The subject stated was that
by returning so late in spring he had missed the flowering season of
the peony. (Titles of poems indicating the occasions were sometimes
quite long.) It was true that by the time of his return to Hangchow
the peony season would be over. Nevertheless, the references to a girl
now married and become a mother are unmistakable, and there was
no reason why in a poem on peonies he should make two clear refer-
ences to belated courtship. In order to understand the references, it
must be explained that there was a girl in the ninth century who wrote
"the following poem at the age of fifteen:
"Spare not, my friend, the gold-embroidered gown,
Miss not the years of youth—enjoy them now.
Come, pluck the flower while to pluck is good,
Wait not until you pluck the empty bough."
To "pluck the empty bough" was therefore to miss the courtship of
youth. Furthermore, Tu Mu, a contemporary of this girl, wrote as
follows:
"It is my fault I should have missed the spring,
Yet shall I fret because the flowers are gone?
Late storms have blown the petals far away,
On leafy bending boughs rich fruits are borne."
Ever since Tu Mu wrote this poem: "On leafy bending boughs rich
• fruits are borne" has become a common expression for a woman
become a mother of many children, particularly because in the Chinese
language the same word (tse) is used for "fruit" and "sons".
In his poem, where the thoughts seem to be disconnected, Su Tungpo

